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Melbourne Flats: Marne Street, South Yarra 

--A Micro Case Study 

 

I. Introduction  

           In early 2021, I undertook research on the architect, Edwin J Ruck. During that 

research, I found an old photograph which indicated who had design the “Mayfair” in Marne 

street South Yarra. The beautiful old photo attracted me, and I want to see the real building. I 

went to Marne Street, but, I didn’t find “Mayfair”. Late on, I found that the building had been 

demolished. However, I found Marne Street to be a very special street for Melbourne’s 

interwar flats. I decided to do more research, using this street as case study microcosm the 

history of Melbourne’s flats. 

       

         Melbourne was similar to all Australian’s cities, during the 1910s to 1950s, when, flats 

were in great demand as places of residences, especially in the interwar period. But, 

Melbourne distinctly developed flats in low-rise suburban blocks, which were built in 

response to an increased market, and influenced by easy access to public transport, climatic 

conditions, and state government legislations1. 

           Marne Street, South Yarra developed during that period. Sold as one piece land in the 

mid-19th century, it was subdivided first in 1918, then in 19282, which was a boom time for 

Melbourne’s flats. With close proximity to the city’s CBD, advantaged public transports, 

both in tram line and road services , the street was situated within a pleasant environment, 

with easy walking distant to Fawkner Park, the Royal Botanical Gardens and the Yarra River. 

                                                           
1 Robert Hamilton, << Modern Flat Development in Melbourne>>, “Journal of the Royal Victoria Institute of Architects”, 

May-June, 1938 
2 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P7 

Figure 1, the “Mayfair” Figure 2, painting, Marne Street, 1935 
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The Street developed with large-scale flats, in what might be described as the luxury mode. 

Designed by well-known architects, the new flats expressed different individuality in design, 

and gave the street its distinctive colour and diversity. 

         Walking along Marne Street, you can experience the history of Australia’s architecture 

movements in residential design from interwar to post-war periods. Analysis these buildings 

one can find how ways in which to conserve our urban heritage and care about our local 

history. 

 

Research Method  

         Marne Street’s development started in 1919, boomed in the later 1920s to 1930s, and 

then experienced some re-developments in the post-WW II decades. The research method 

involved site visits and tracing back through archival documentation.  

         Marne Street has a heritage overlay: almost all building still keep their original design, 

site visits give a 360 degree picture for each building, and reading the design elements details 

helps you to understand the heritage’s structure, materials in use, and even the architect’s 

concept. 

        Using Google search, especially the State Library of Victoria, and the National Library 

of Australia’s “Trove” research site leads you back to contemporary times of the interwar 

period. From old newspapers magazines one finds yesterday’s story about the building, the 

architect, the discussions, and even the residents’ activities. The street comes alive in those 

yellowing papers. Through them, one not only builds up a body of research materials, but 

also, one gains feeling, development and its occupants’ lives. 

        Archives are important: they are primary sources to evidence of a true history. For this 

research, this included digital documentations, historical maps from Public Record Office of 

Victoria, the State Library of Victoria, and Melbourne University Archives, amongst others.  

Left: Map 1, South Yarra 

Right: Map 2, Marne Street 

Mapping by Hong Wagg 
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II. Discover South Yarra and Marne Street   

2.1 Explore South Yarra 

          The suburb of South Yarra is located south of the Yarra River, only 4 km from 

Melbourne’s CBD. But, compared to other CBD surround areas, South Yarra developed 

much later. 

         In 1835, when John Batman first settled in Melbourne, the government was established 

by the following year, the first Governor Burke organized planning of Melbourne’s township 

on the north side of Yarra River, based on its high topographical levels. At this time, no-one 

mentioned the southland, which was a low lying area, rough bush, excellent grass, and 

wetlands, and was subjected to occasional flooding.3 

        Until the mid-1850s, an official Government Geologist – Alfred Selwyn when he was 

mapping Victoria’s geology for the Department of Public Lands, mapped the site of Prahran, 

on the west side of South Yarra. His map demonstrated the “variety of geographical 

formation the Melbourne and suburbs were built upon”; his finding for Prahran were relevant 

to the industry – brick make, could base on the nature conditions: there were a combination 

of sandy clay and gravel, and water from Yarra River.4 After his demonstration, the area – 

south of Yarra River flourished in brickmaking on both sides of Chapel Street,5 and the 

population started to increase. 

                                                           
3 Natasha, S  <<Prahran and the Dismal Swamp: Uncovering the Natural, Settlement and Disease Ecologies of a Suburb>>,  

“Local Creeks, Rivers, Floods and Swamps” 
4  Natasha, S  <<Prahran and the Dismal Swamp: Uncovering the Natural, Settlement and Disease Ecologies of a Suburb>>,  

“Deep Geological History of Prahran” 
5 B. Malone, <<Chapel Street Prahran>>,P9 

Map 3: 

VPRS 8168/P0002, MCS40; HOBSON 

BAY AND RIVER YARRA; COX; 

1864-01-01 - 1864-12-31 
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         South Yarra was connected to Melbourne by railway in 1859 and it was established as a 

township in 1876. In the late 19th century, South Yarra based on location, developed into two 

parts. The northern part was favoured by elevation and large residential allotments. The 

southern part approached through a swampy part had workers house.6 This mark of history 

mark, can still be seen from the architectural heritage left in the suburb’s west and east, south 

and north. 

        But, in those times, South Yarra still was as unsuitable living area. The brick industry 

created in high heat and pressure conditions, chemical processed, which damaged the 

workers’ health and the intermittent flooding and sewage from residences and industry 

infused onto the low land and polluted the environment7. Hence, Yarra River south 

experienced various diseased and especially typhoid. With those conditions, South Yarra 

missed Melbourne’s “Golden Boom”, from the map of 1883 (see Map 5), one can see that 

South Yarra was still largely in an undeveloped stage. 

        South Yarra’s living conditions were changed by Melbourne’s sewage system. In 1893, 

the Victoria State Government made a decision to erect a sewage system for the great 

Melbourne area. this would follow through connecting to reach one of three sewers ‘the 

Hobson’s Bay, the South Yarra of the North Yarra Main”, and the waste was then taken to 

the Werribee Sewage Farm, before clean water was discharged into Port Phillip Bay.8 The 

sewerage connections were made to every single existing dwelling. The first house in Great 

Melbourne was connected to the system in August 1897, and this process of connecting to the 

new infrastructure continued for several years and was finished by 1902.9 

  

                                                           
6 University of Melbourne, Web: “E-Melbourne” https://www.emelbourne.net.au/biogs/EM01404b.htm  
7 Natasha, S  <<Prahran and the Dismal Swamp: Uncovering the Natural, Settlement and Disease Ecologies of a Suburb>>,  

“Perceptions of the Health Vitality of  Prahran by Aborigines and Europeans” 
8 Web: “Melbourne Water History”, https://www.melbournewater.com.au/water-data-and-education/water-facts-and-

history/history-and-heritage/timeline-our-history  
9 Same  above  

Figure 4, Melbourne’s Sewerage Connecter 

Plan, 1900s 

Figure 3, Construction Melbourne’s Sewerage 

System, 1894 

https://www.emelbourne.net.au/biogs/EM01404b.htm
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/water-data-and-education/water-facts-and-history/history-and-heritage/timeline-our-history
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/water-data-and-education/water-facts-and-history/history-and-heritage/timeline-our-history
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        In the twentieth century, South Yarra gain fresh new scenery: it was beside Yarra River, 

Royal Botanical Garden – Melbourne’s most green environment, and was conveniently 

located close to the city. In 1916, the Prahran and Malvern Tramways Trust began operations, 

which covered all the South Yarra area and as such, favourable transport options lifted 

property values and South Yarra welcomed boom times. Which was also the time when 

South Yarra became favourable for flats living Melbourne. 

2.2 The Marne Street  

        The place today that we call Marne Street, was just a piece of land in the 19th century. 

Subdivision comprised the whole of Crown Allotment 19, and the landowner was Tomas 

Budds Payne10. Payne was one of six directors of the “Colonial Bank of Australia”11, and he 

was the 22nd richest man in Australia at the time12. 

         Tomas B Payne was an Englishman, who settled in Melbourne in 1838, started working 

on farms, and in 1841, his parents and sibling joined him arrived Australia. He was first 

conveyance in Melbourne, and in 1868 was appointed a magistrate. With his brothers and 

father, he purchased land in inner-city Melbourne and farms. 

       By 1856, he had built a magnificent house in South Yarra, which was located on the land 

on which Marne Street now sits. He call it “Maritimo”. The house stood on a gentle hill on 

nine acres and was built in Neo-classical style and Payne fill it with artworks from Europe, 

beautiful antiques, and stained glass windows. The early 1900’s sewage connection map 

found in the State Library of Victoria shows the house’s location on this Marne Street land. 

                                                           
10 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P7 
11 “The Argus”, 12, Jan, 1858, P8 
12  Annie O'Riley Web: “Odd Australian story”, “The Payne Family and Maritimo” https://www.oddhistory.com.au/windsor-

east-st-kilda-and-prahan/the-payne-family-and-maritimo/  

 
 

Figure 6, Colonial Bank of Australia” Nots Figure 5, the Original “Maritimo” look like 

https://www.oddhistory.com.au/windsor-east-st-kilda-and-prahan/the-payne-family-and-maritimo/
https://www.oddhistory.com.au/windsor-east-st-kilda-and-prahan/the-payne-family-and-maritimo/
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        Thomas B Payne was a generous man, and from research on Trove, I found his 

donations, especially for the royal Children’s Hospital. He died in 1898, leaving legacies to 

his three sons, and, also, generous bequests to may charities.  

       The house “Maritimo” was left to his oldest son – John Frederick Payne (Fred). Fred 

married, but had no children and he died in “Maritimo” after a short illness, aged 66, on 09, 

February, 192813. A month after, the particulars of his will were revealed. He had dictated 

that his beautiful mansion was to be demolished and the property sold up, and his brother 

benefitted from the bulk of his estate. Like his father, Fred was generous to his employees, 

friends and charities14.   

       It was Frederick Payne who created Marne Street. In 1918, he first subdivided the land’s 

northern part, from Domain Road to the today’s building “Marne Court” (#42, Marne Street), 

and he created a street through the centre of the land, and the street was named after the 

Marne River in North-East France, in memory of two notable battles fought there in World 

War I15. But, the street less than half the length of today’s Marne Street. Yet, the reasoning 

behind this is clear: to make an access point for the subdivided land and for new residences to 

be built upon that land. 

       The first subdivisions made on both sides of the street: some of land was sold for 

residential purposes, and some of it was retained as open land, allowing it to exist 

undeveloped for some years. Then, the second subdivision was made by Fred’s will, before 

two years his dies, on 15th. February. 1926 16. According to the will, Marne Street was to be 

extended to Toorak Road, thus connecting it to Domain Road, and this is illustrated in a road 

work photograph published in “The Herald”, on 19th. January.1929 (See Map 4 & 5).   

 

                           

 

 

                                                           
13  The Argus, Thursday 8 March 1928, page 15, “Mr J.F.W. Payne’s Will 
14  Annie O'Riley Web: “Odd Australian story”, “The Payne Family and Maritimo” https://www.oddhistory.com.au/windsor-

east-st-kilda-and-prahan/the-payne-family-and-maritimo/  
15 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P7 
16 The Argus, Thursday 8 March 1928, page 15, “Mr J.F.W. Payne’s Will 

Figure 7, Road work for Marne Street, 1929 

https://www.oddhistory.com.au/windsor-east-st-kilda-and-prahan/the-payne-family-and-maritimo/
https://www.oddhistory.com.au/windsor-east-st-kilda-and-prahan/the-payne-family-and-maritimo/
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Map 4, Marne Street - 1918 

Map 5, Marne Street – After 1928 

Mapping by Hong Wagg 

Argus, Thursday 8 March 1928, page 15 
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Marne Street History Map 

 

 

 

 Map 6 

1849 Map Yarra River 

south Sits 

Map 7  

“Moritimo” 1883 

 Ref to Public Recode Office Victoria Collection 
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Map 8: “Moritimo” 1900  

 

 
 Ref: State Library Victoria, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/121901 

http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/121901
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III. Initial Marne Street 

        When Marne Street had first been subdivide, the First World War had just finished. The 

war changed social society and people’s lifestyles. 

        After the war the manufacturing industry grew strong even, and followed the industry 

growth, more people found jobs to work in manufacture, the labour grew more expensive and 

expensive. Lots of wealthy families found domestic help unaffordable. Then they needed 

some new places still allowing them to live in luxury, but without servants.17 On the other 

hand, after the Great War, more new technology turn into people’s domestics’ life, led to the 

house revolution, those inventions based on electric and gas connect which required a fixable 

new architecture styles18. 

     Hollywood’s movies are another effected to people’s living styles in this time. After the 

Great War, American movie become majority entertainment for the western world, special 

for young people. From the movies, people found an advantage in modern apartment living: 

clean kitchen, healthful bathroom and private space.     

All those, the local needs, the foreign influence, affected Australia’s dwellings. 

        3.1 Marne Street Pioneer – 1918 – 1919 

         Marne Street’s early flats appeared in 1918 and 1919, they are “Mayfair” and “Garden 

Court” both of them are luxury flats, with a beautiful external presentation and modern house 

services.  

       3.1.1 “Mayfair”       

          The “Mayfair” was built a bit earlier than “Garden Court”, we could say: that it is the 

first flats for Marne Street. Located at 43-45, 47-49, and 51-5319. Designed by architect 

Edwin J, Ruck (1862 – 1950). The building's first report was in the magazine “Australia 

Property Annual”, 1918, and then in “Melbourne’s Notable flats” show in “the Australia 

home beauty” on 1st. March 1927.      

                                                           
17 Reader’s Digest Service, Sydney, <<Australia Yesterday>>, “The Servant less House” P98 
18 Reader’s Digest Service, Sydney, <<Australia Yesterday>>, “Electrical Liberation” P100 
19 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P8 
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        Ruck, born in England, Kent, his father is a county surveyor, dead when young Edwin is 

only 17 years old20. No records found of his early life, but since he showed skills in his 

career, we can believe he had been articled with his father and a local architect in Kent of 

England. In 1886, Ruck sailed to Australia and arrived on the 16th. March21. After that, he 

never left Australia and spent 55 years working in Australia's domestic building industry.  

       1886’s Melbourne was still in the golden myth, but the mid-classes start to escapes from 

the city to the suburbs. Looking for big blocks of land, villas, and carriages. Ruck with 

Prockter, Henry James in a business partnership: “Prockter and Ruck – Architect and 

Surveyor”22. And appeared to have specialized in domestic architecture in the wealthier 

suburbs such as Hawthorne, Camberwell, and Windsor, etc. until 1891, they finished 

partnership23. 

       Ruck had another partnership with Cummings Gorger between 1891 and 1898, they 

designed St Paul’s Presbyterian Church, Wangaratta, in Federation Romanesque style. The 

church is listed for “Australia’s Christian Heritage”24. 

        Then, Ruck went to Perth and worked for the new development Victoria Park 

Undertaken by PWO25. He returned to Melbourne in 1900, starting a solid business in 

Swanton Street26. And in 1901, He is reputed to have taken 

over the practice of William Salway, who died in 190227. 

But, you always can feel the Salway's architecture character: 

in both bricks and fully rendered facades punctuated by 

arcades fermented influenced in Ruck’s late design.  

         When Ruck designed the “Mayfair” he already was a mature architect in Melbourne. 

With over 30 years of work experience, he understood Melbourne, and very well specialized 

in multi-materials use, his villas planning always combining the front and back yard 

providing friendly indoor and outdoor life. Arch wall, ambulatory are his most loved design 

                                                           
20 “In the England and Wales civil Registration Death Index, 1837 – 1915, George Ruck”, www.ancetrylibary.com.au    
21 Victoria, Australia, Assisted and Unassisted Passenger Lists, 1839 – 1923, www.ancestry.com.au   
22 “The Age”,  21 Jul 1886 P3  and 01 Apr 1891, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/prockter/ruck    
23 “National Library of Australia” https://catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/733716  
24 Web: Australia Christian Heritage,   

 https://www.churchesaustralia.org/list-of-churches/denominations/presbyterian-church-of--australia  
25 29 Oct, 1898, The West Australian, 1 
26 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture, 610. 
27 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture, 613 

Figure 8, W. Salway’s Design 

http://www.ancetrylibary.com.au/
http://www.ancestry.com.au/
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/prockter/ruck
https://catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/733716
https://www.churchesaustralia.org/list-of-churches/denominations/presbyterian-church-of--australia
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elements with roughcast. The English background helped him understand the European taste 

very well. 

  

        

            Ruck-designed “Mayfair” is entirely a luxury, modern and elegant. That we can see 

from the photo shown in the old magazine, 1918. Ruck writes an article of his own 

introducing this building: constructed by Australia's own produced brick, steel, and concrete, 

finished by rough-cast; big front port leading the visitor enters the room porch28. The 

semicircle bay window was shadowed by Ruck’s adept umbrella-shaped.   

 

        For the floor plan layout, the three-story building comprises eleven units, six of them 

which contain five rooms each and the rest of them are three or four rooms, each unit has a 

large balcony, some of which have two. Most important is that these flats provided very 

                                                           
28 Edwin. J R, Residencies Flats, “Real Property Annual”, 1918 

Figure 9, 10, Ruck’s Design No 31, Redan Street, St Kilda 

Figure 11, “Mayfair” in 1927 
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modern life to residences, the elevator, restaurant, steam radiator, hot water, kitchens, and 

bathroom29. 

         Most important in design is the “Mayfair” which gives a good sample for the public 

access, garden, and garage. The enclosed stair and corridor integrate which economized space 

and building cost30. A well-designed big courtyard proved a nice area for residents' outdoor 

activity and communications. The courtyard usually has “a graceful gun tree and a cypress 

stand sentinel at the side, entrance and you pass into a garden which at all seasons of the year 

is full of colour”, even included a tennis court31.    

 

        In 1918, the car still wasn’t popular for residents' living, but it was a new consumer item 

for people’s wish, especially the mid-class and above. “Mayfair” proved a good design 

concept: with individual garages that is designed for the future. After that, in Marne Street, 

similar all flats design flowed this.   

        Since erected, “Mayfair” has always been a top-class flat on Marne Street. In 1920, its 

residents listed as Dr L Morton, Physician, John Moffatt, Sir Charles Ryan and Arthur 

Timmins.32  

                                                           
29 Same as 28 
30 T Sawyer, <<Residential flats in Melbourne>>, P49 
31 <<Some of Melbourne’s Noble Flats>>, “The Australia Home Beautiful”, 1927, 1 March, P38  
32 D. Dunbar, <<Australia Flats: a comparison of Melbourne and Sydney flat development in the interwar period>>, p206 

Figure 12, 13, 14, “Mayfair” Garden overlook  
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       The “Mayfair” had been demolished maybe in the late 50s, the last alive note we can find 

is a sale auction advertisement from “The Argus, 30, May 1956, Page 15”. The re-

developments take place in 1960s, today we can see the two similar designed “Post-war 

international modern” buildings at # 47 – 49 (“Parkview”), and # 51 – 53.   

 

3.1.2 “Garden Court”     

         “Garden Court '' is located at the corner of Domain Road and Marne Street, the same 

side as “Mayfair”, and takes over four blocks of land from the number 61 – 67. Designed in 

1917, the first tender call for this building was found at “The August, 22, Sep 1917”, the 

designer is architect Joseph Plotted.33 

 

        Joseph Plotted (1883 – 1977), was regarded as "an architect ahead of his time”. He was 

born in Yorkshire, moved to Melbourne with his family at age 12, but returned to England 

after his father died. He trained in London before he moved to South Africa in 1903. In 1906, 

he took passage to the United States where he saw prospects for architects after the 1906 San 

Francisco earthquake. Then his money ran out, so, he came to Melbourne and decided to 

stay34. 

                                                           
33 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, 545 
34 Web: “British born Australian architect British born Australian architect”, https://peoplepill.com/people/joseph-plottel  

From Left to Right: 

Figure 15, “the Argus”, 

30-05-1956, 

Figure 16, # 47-49, 

“Parkview” 

Figure 17 # 51 - 53 

Figure 18, “Garden Court” at 1960s Figure 19, Tender Call, for “Garden Court” 

https://peoplepill.com/people/joseph-plottel
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       In Melbourne, he was embraced by the local Jewish community and soon found his feet. 

He took a position as a draftsman with the railways Engineering Department, also, he 

obtained the same position with noted Federation style architect Nahum Burnett. That travel 

and career experience influenced his future architectural design characters.  

         In 1911, Plottle opened an architect office in “31, Queen Street, Melbourne”. He shows 

his taste is a “Byzantine-Romanesque”. And soon, received a steady stream work. Especial in 

factory, office, and civic buildings. In 1912, he designed Footscray Barnet glass factory, a 

two-story Edwardian brick factory. And In 1916, He designed the Michael Corner Store in 

Elizabeth Street, its first brick store in the street35.  

       Plottle locked his work in full bricks, incorporating different styles. His work and 

especially his interwar work affected Melbourne’s modernist movement. Such as Kayser 

Factory, Richmond (1925), St Kilda Synagogue (1926), and Footscray Town Hall (1935), 

attested this appointment. 36 

 

       Even for a residential design, Plottle still kept his character. The “Garden Court” is in 

“Art and Craft” style. But, there is no roughcast, no bay, no stone base, and only red face 

brick, from bottom to top. The project windows was supposed by concrete and mock timber 

beams.  

                                                           
35 Same 34 
36 Same above 

Figure 20, St Kilda Synagogue Figure 21, Footscray Town Hall 

Figure 22, 23, “Garden Court” Window Structure  
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          The building has a long and narrow layout. Designed into five sections. Symmetry 

arrangement to central part, giving an unevenness layout. The building centre is setback as far 

as possible, then using two protruding edges, perfectly made an open front courtyard. Outside 

the staircase, hidden in the edges, keep the building form in an organic whole. The arch 

corridor leads you to each flat.  

 

          From the floor plan obtained from the real estate agent, we can see each unit is not big, 

two to three bedrooms, but enough for a single or young family. The bay window brings 

nature lights into the room, the storage, the electrifying kitchen and bathroom, all those give 

people a new experience. After the Great War, the soldiers return home, and people start life 

in peace. This is a young generation, they longed for a different life from their parents. The 

“Garden Court” is just well-fitted to them.  

 

         

          After these two flats had been built, Marne Street‘s next develops stage was in 1928. 

But, these two buildings are pioneers that established Marne Street’s character. Sadly the 

“Mayfair” was demolished in the late 1950s, but luckily, the “Garden Court” still stands at its 

original address.        

Figure 24, 25, 26, “Garden Court” overview 

Figure 27, 28, “Garden Court” Floor Plan  
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IV. Interwar Boom in Marne street – 1928 – mid 1930s 

       In 1928, after John Frederick Payne passed away. With his will, All Marne Street came 

up for development. These were boom times for flats, and it's the right time, the right location 

to make the Marne into a luxury residential flats street. 

      This era, it is Australia’s auspicious time. With the war ten years behind then, Australia 

developed manufactory industry, focusing on the positive aspects of peace. Our economy was 

auspicious, then, that set up our middle-class.39 The 1930s the Great Depression hit our island 

but, not as bad as USA and Europe. On the other hand, we benefited from America’s 

manufacturing moving out, and established our heave industry, especially the car industry, 

Iron industry. The influence of our building industry pushed the architecture going to 

Modernisms40.  

 

        Meanwhile, South Yarra is a full-fledged area for flats development as well. In 1922 the 

Melbourne flats pioneer - Howard Ratcliff Lawson and his business partner bought up a large 

tract of land between the Yarra River and Domain Road and started building flats41. Soon 

after, people see the advantage of living in this area: good distance to the city, train and tram 

network made here easily accessible; river, park, botanical garden, and provided an healthy 

environment; in addition to this, there are distinction schools in the locally, such as The 

Melbourne High school”, “Melbourne Girls Grammar”, and so on. 

    In 1927, an international exhibition visited Melbourne, resented among its examples of 

modern building the vertical modern style of Shelton bachelor flats of New York and the 

catalogue of “An exhibition of domestic Architecture” by the Royal Victorian Institute of 

                                                           
39 P. Cuffley, <<Australian House of the Twenties and Thirties>>, P2 
40 <<History of manufacturing in Australia>>,Web: www.australiamade.com.au  
41 T. Sawyer, <<Residential Flats in Melbourne – the development of a building to 1950>>, P42  

Figure 29, Iron & Steel, 1930 Figure 30, Cernan Factory, Geelong, 

1929, 

http://www.australiamade.com.au/
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Architecture held in Melbourne from 1-12 May 1928, provided images of work based on 

regional designs42. Those exhibitions had strong inference to people’s lifestyle, aesthetics and 

the flats market.    

        So, after 1928, South Yarra’s flats were in hot demand, the land price was very high too. 

Marne Street’s land in 1934 was $42/10 per foot which is the highest paid in Melbourne 

suburban land43. From this situation, the developers can only cater to the upper -class and 

develop into well-designed luxury flats. Using notable architects, designed in different styles 

is the best method to draw the customer’s eyes.        

 

 

4.1 Edward Fielder Billson in Marne Street: # 1 & # 31–33 

       Edward F Billson is a distinguished architect in the interwar time. And he designed two 

flats for Marne Street. There are 1930, “Maritimo” (#1)44, and 1933, “Montalto” (#31 - 

33). 45  

      4.1.1   The Architect 

       Edward Fielder Billson (1892 – 1986) is son of Alfred Arthur Billson who is then 

Victoria Minister of Education and Edward’s grandfather is George F Billson46- a beer 

brewer and St Kilda city councillor. Edward studied architecture at the University of 

Melbourne and received its first Diploma in 1915. After graduating, he became the first 

                                                           
42 D. Dunbar, <<Australia Flats: a comparison of Melbourne and Sydney flat development in the interwar period>>, p58 
43 The Argus, Fri 15 Jun 1934, Page 6 
44  <<Balconies a Feature of New Block of Flats>>, “The Herald”, 21 May 1930, Page 13 
45 << Higher Standard Attained>>, “The Argus”, Thu 24 May 1934  Page 13 
46 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P82 

Figure 31, International exhibition, 1927 Figure 32, 1928 Exhibition 

Post 

Figure 33, Marne Street 

Land Price, 1934 
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Australia employee to American architect Walter Burley Griffin47. Griffin is noted for 

designing Canberra and one of three leading architects of Australia’s Modernism, his design 

influenced by the Chicago-based Prairie School, and developed a unique modern style48.    

        It was a great opportunity, Griffin’s office not only gives the employee the office work, 

but also encourages them to do their own work.49 In 1918, Edward designed a house in 

Toorak for his parents. The design is a first work and shows Edward’s taste: “A chunky 

composition reminiscent of Griffin’s Chicago work and influenced by Frank Lloyd Wright.” 

After this, he received many commissions in middle class suburbs.50 

         Billson turned to a different architectural style after 1934. Norman Seabrook designed 

Mac-Robertson Girls' High School. He followed Seabrook, embraced the de Stiji architecture 

principles. In 1935, he designed the “Sanitarium Health food Factory, Warburton '' is an 

example of Australian architecture developed by Dutch architect Willem Dudok. The project 

won “the year 1940 Royal Victorian Institute of Architecture Street Architecture Award”.51       

      Through Billson’s Marne street design works, you can see how the turning point of 

changing on his design fashion.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
47 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P82 
48 Peter Harrison, Web:” Australia Dictionary of Biography”, https://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/griffin-walter-burley-443   
49 Richard Peterson, “A Place of Sensuous Resort: Buildings of St Kilda and Their People” 
50 Refer to Victorian Heritage Database report 
51 Victorian Heritage Register (H0619) 

Figure 34, Billson Designed House of 28 

Clendon Road, Toorak 
Figure 35, Sanitarium Factory 

https://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/griffin-walter-burley-443
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       4.1.2 “Maritimo” (#1) 

          The #1 located comer of Toorak road and Marne Street, from 

the original land subdivide into block A and Block B. the # 1 Marne 

Street is Block B52. The property and building have a very interesting 

story.    

       When “Maritimo” construction finished, the building was published in “The Australia 

Home Beautiful”, 1st. Oct. 1930. Under the title “Melbourne’s latest group of modern flats”. 

Described Billson’s design: the building in “L” shape’s layout: three stories containing six 

flats, Designed in “Mediterranean Revival”. They face on to Marne street with a front entry, 

with a lovely courtyard, upstairs is an arched open balcony with arcaded loggia; a round arch 

window frame with steel balcony, and light colour texture wall with pattern decoration. 

           On the Toorak roadside is a sharp slope, due to this the basement garage can be built, 

the garage was placed along that frontage, and some of the rooms have been divided into 

rooms for storage space and accommodation of the control boards. The convenience of living 

is very important for 1930’s new flats, with bedroom with large built-in wardrobes, ingenious 

equipment, built-in furniture, heating, and ventilation.   

                                                           
52 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P8 

Figure 37, “Maritino”, overview1930 Figure 38, “Maritino”, Interior, 1930 

 Figure 36 “Maritinao” 

overview. 
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       The most wonderful design is Billson planned element  to join the balcony and living 

room, made the living room become the centre of the flat, there are opening connected to the 

kitchen, bathroom, dining room, etc. two big French doors lead you to the balcony, and 

overlooking the best view -Fawkner Park anytime.  

 

         

        In 1936, the landlord decided to develop the block B, which is “128, Toorak Road 

West”53, and extensions to the “Maritimo”. He contracted with Billson again. But, after six 

years, Billson’s design taste was changed. Today, if you walk around this corner, you can see 

his variation from the ‘Maritimo”. Billson’s new addition made “Maritimo” become a “U” 

shape building, and the new North elevation is a typical modernism look: the glass curtain 

wall beside a long corridor balcony with a steel balustrades, steel staircases.  

                                                           
53 “AIA Vic Register of Twentieth Century Buildings”, & as above 

Figure 39, “Maritino”, Balcony                           Figure 40, “Maritino” Floor Plan 

Figure 41(Left), 128, Toorak Road;  

. Figure 42 (Right0, “Maritino”, 

Toorak Road façade 

. 

Figure 43(Left), “Maritinao” 

Architecture details 

Figure 44, 45, “Maritinao” 

Additional Parts 
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        4.1.3 “Montalto” (#31-33) 

           If you take a stroll along Marne Street, the “Montlto” 

could always lead you to stop. Designed in 1933, on a small 

block of land, but Billson's design made a picture street view.  

There is a three-story flat, a typical “Interwar Art Deco/Modern” 

building, with the most beautiful pattern brickwork. The bricks 

are of brown, warm buff, and tan colour. The pattern working 

carried out in small bricks, the different brick sharp layout, the different graphic patterns, and 

the different colour’s brick-soldiers, is picturesque. 

           The careful design appears in every way, even the bay window’s supports. 

Semicircular openings with a light colour (original is sage green) painted window framing, 

highlight the building elements from the black wrought-iron window balustrades. Even the 

bay window supports The Australian black timber door, behind the balcony, contrasting with 

the rest of the building. 

         The building has a saw layout, from front to backyard, and the hip roofs covered all 

bodies. A front garden gives the opening an interesting view, the backyard is a service area, 

and the staircase is most interesting: where is the centre of the building not built-in, but 

covered by the roof. The block is on a sloping land, front higher than back, Billson levered 

use the terrain again, he designed low part for a public service storage and garage, and used 

fall to his advantage. 

Figure 46, “Montalto” 

From Left to Right  

Figure 47, 48, “Maritino”, Architecture Details, Figure 49, “Martino” Staircase & Service area 
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          Billson was very fond of this design, in Nov 1936, he published a photo of this building 

in “Art in Australia” and wrote about “the delightful feeling of ‘domesticity’ in the design of 

this small block of flats, it is setting of fine old trees… …” 54   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
54 E F Billson, <<Art in Australia>>, Nov, 1936, https://nla.gov.au:443/tarkine/nla.obj-351563384  

Figure 52, Art of Australia, Nov, 1936 

Figure 50, 51, “Maritino”, Architecture Details 

https://nla.gov.au/tarkine/nla.obj-351563384
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       4.2  “Moone Abby” # 50-56 

        “Moone Abby” is an “Old English/Tudor Revival” style 

flats, always attract you by the style’s characters. Designed in 

1933, by Robert Bell Hamilton - a special architect for Tudor 

Revival.55 

 

            4.2.1   The Architect: Robert B Hamilton 

         Robert Bell Hamilton (1892 – 1948) born in East Melbourne, received education in 

Scotch’s College and served articles for four years with R. B. Whitaker. He served in the 14th 

Battalion of the AIF during World War I. After the armistice, he studied in London for a 

degree in the Royal Institute of British Architects. Then, he worked in London. In 1920, he 

secured a position as an assistant to the “Government architect in Bombay”, India, then 

returned to Australia56. 

       In 1921, he started a partnership with Rodney Alosop, a well-known architect in the 

practical British Arts and Craft movement in Australia. And In 1925, he started his own 

business. From then to the 1930s, he aimed to trademark – Old English style, in Toorak and 

South Yarra areas. Designing large and impeccably detailed houses and luxury flats. Then he 

became a councillor in the late 1930s until he died.   

       Hamilton likes art, his sketch drawing beautifully shows his 

taste. He suggests architecture should be comfortable and 

romantic, from his England architecture study background, we can 

understand why his passion is in “Old English”.57 In the interwar 

era, most Australians have close roots with England, the English 

complex made this type’s dwelling have a wide market.  

       The old English style could have two visual senses. One is in a rare Anglo-Saxon English 

culture revival at the time of King Henry VIII, another one is the aggressive texture of 

machine-made bricks, the stenographic quality if nailed-on, creosoted ‘half timbering’. 

                                                           
55 M Lewis, <<Australia Flats>> 
56 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P313 
57 P. Cuffley, <<Australian House of the Twenties and Thirties>>, P114 

Figure 53, “Moone Abby: 

Figure 54, Hamilton’s Sketch 
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       Hamilton had another design for Marne Street call “Kilmarnock”, it is four flats built of 

clinker brick, with soft brown tiled roof. The construction details was show in “The Agues” 

16 November 1933. But this research couldn’t found further information. 58  

              4.2.2     The Building 

       Hamilton designed for Marne Street is a Tudor Revival. Two-story flats occupying four-

blocks of land with a half octagon layout, alternate permutation by texture, clink bricks, and 

imitation half-timbering, and The colour and pattern match as white and black, complex and 

plain. 

           Maxim setback made a big front yard, well-paved driveway leading your car through 

the arcade top arch opening into the backyard service area. The drive way is circular with the 

flats radiating of it creating a garden roses planting with in. You walk close to these massive 

flats, you wonder: Oh, this is England.   

        The Old English style is very fussy in materials and labour works, 

the build cost is very high. To reduce the building price, the only way 

is to make a good design and plan. Hamilton wrote an article published 

at “Journal of the RVIA”, May – June 1938, discussed the few points 

sensible for a flats design, they are: Grouped the service potions, to 

maxim the residents’ living area; each flat should provision ample 

sunlight and air to all rooms; Provide an outlook from each flat to the garden at the side of the 

front; and Distance of the building from the street. That is summary from his practical, we 

can see those all options from the “Moone Abby”.   

 

                                                           
58 “The Agues”, 16, November, 1933 

Figure 55, “Old 

English” Details Wall  

Figure 56, 57, 58, “Moone Abby”, Architecture Details 
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     4.3  “Wyalla” # 3 – 5, “W & R Butler & Martin, Architects”, (Marcus Martin) 

      It is unusual for Marne Street, the # 3-5, “Wyalla” is a House. 

Designed by notable architect’s partnership “W & R Butler & 

Martin”, in 1929, in an Interwar Georgian Revival style and for 

the widow of B A Benjamin. 59  

 

          4.3.1    The Architect  

        “W & R Butler & Martin” was established by interwar key figure architect Marcus 

Martin (1893 – 1981), accompanied by his nephew Walter Butler and his fried Austin 

Richard Butler.60 

        Martin was born in Launceston, Tasmania. In 1908, at the age of 15, he moved to 

Melbourne with his parents. After high school in Melbourne Grammar, he served articles 

with “A. & K. Henderson” and completed an architecture diploma at the University of 

Melbourne. In 1915, he joined World War I as a Lieutenant. During the war, he suffered a 

gunshot wound, visited Egypt and France. After the war, He returned to Australia and 

positioned himself as a modern domestic architect, focusing on Georgian Revival and 

Mediterranean Revival. Soon he became a major architect in 

Melbourne’s rich Toorak.61 

         Martin was the first prize winner for Type B flats design 

in 1927’s architecture exhibition, architecture competition.62 

His design using the very low-key mass usually is white rend 

walls and painted window framing, symmetry architecture 

elements. He believed the architectural design should let 

people feel the house itself from the ordinary forms and not use 

the tedious decorations to catch people’s attention. 

 

                                                           
59 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P8 
60 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P432 
61 As above  
62 “The Herald”, 25 Apr, 1928, P11, <<Architects’ Competition>> 

Figure 59, “Wyalla” 

Figure 60, “The Herald” 

Winer Notes, 1928  
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        Martin liked horticulture and advocate architects work with garden designers. he wrote 

the article for Architecture Institute talking about “Garden Architecture” published in 

“Journal of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects” September 1929, and a good friend of 

the contemporary best landscape designer Ms. Edna Walling, they made many joint projects 

together.63 Also, he was a social architect as well, served as the president of the T-Square 

Club – an important architect’s club that gathered remarkable architects in interwar time. The 

“Moone Abby’s architect Hamilton was this club’s member either.64     

 

              4.3.2       The Building      

           Besides the “Maritimo”, “Wyalla” looks like a virginal girl. Typical of Martin's 

design, not lots of decoration, the house is all over white, contrast by a 

black tile roof and timber opening with same coloured window short, 

white steel window framing contracted in flickering glass.  The 

building is in a beautiful symmetry proportion, the door entry in the 

centre of the house, and that is only decorated by plaster arch and 

columns, under the arch is a sun pattern. 

         The house is a four-bedroom plus a dressing room, take over two blocks of land, it is a 

big house. Martin planned the activity area on the ground floor and relaxed area on the first 

floor, gathering the dining, sitting, and study room together, separated with kitchen, laundry, 

et daily life area. Two staircases, one in front of the house, another in the middle of the house 

is a stair-room beside the daily living area, and provide different ways for the servants and 

master. There is a massive built in wine storage area to the walls. 

                                                           
63 Web: “The Encyclopaedia of Women & Leadership in 20 Century Australia”, “Walling, Edna”,  

http://www.womenaustralia.info/leaders/biogs/WLE0038b.htm  
64 "Melbourne Savage Club". Victorian Heritage Database, Heritage Council Victoria. 

Figure 61, T-Club Members, in 1930s 

http://www.womenaustralia.info/leaders/biogs/WLE0038b.htm
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         Very little garden at front of the house, the garage is only attachment part in there for 

easy accesses. Even though we don't have the house’s landscape plan, we still can imagine 

Martin’s “Garden Architecture would appeared in this design. He designed a veranda covered 

with a small sitting area at the back of the dining-room, and a pergola in the centre of the 

garden, letting people take steps to enjoy the garden view after a meal. 

        No documents proved who the garden designer for this house is. But we have a very 

interesting discovery: the flats # 7-9 “Oakhurst” was designed in 1934, by an obscure 

architect partnership “Scott-Williams and Cockrell”65. The flats look like duplexed “Wyalla”, 

and the garden was designed by End Wailing66. Did they learn from Martin or have help from 

Martin? Time is long gone, but the building is still here.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
65 “Real Property and Architecture”, “The Herald”, 22 Nov 1933, Page 20.  
66 “Garden Plan for Mrs Scott William ‘Oak Hurst’, Marne Street”, State Library Victoria  

Figure 62, 63, “Wyalla”, 

Back yard 

Figure 64, 65 “Wyalla” 

Interior  

Drawing 1 

E Wailing designed 

Garden for # 7 – 9.   
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Drawing 2, 3, 4, 5,   “Wyalla” Architecture Drawing  All Drawings Ref to State 

Library of Victoria Collection  
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V     Embrace Morden - Marne Street in World War II 

         1937, World War II was started, Australia was fought in the jungles of South-East Asia, 

the enemy reached our doorstep, Darwin was bombed and Japanese submarines entered 

Sydney Harbour. To suppose war, Australia built up the military, many young men have to 

join the war. The economic growth slows down and people face an austerity life.66 

       And for Australian architecture, that period was a transition time when we were 

preparing to join internationally. And the contemporary times, the main influence to us was 

American culture. From Hollywood films to television show, to music then architecture. 

America’s Miami may be most inspired to Australian architects, after the mid-1930's the Art 

Deco became fashionable in Australia, especially in Melbourne. We could say around 1940, 

Melbourne was in the Art Deco age.67 

       Marne Street embraced modernism after his boom time. Two exceptional Art Deco flats 

arise opposite each other; “Castle Towers” (# 11-21), in 1941, and “Marne Close” (# 12-18), 

in 1939, made Marne Street not absent from the modernism. Another early modern building 

is “Yarralumla” (# 2 – 4), Complete by 1940.    

       Marne Street’s last block of land to been developed is “Castle Town”, comes within the 

timeframe of D. Dunbar’s study at <<Australia Flats: a comparison of Melbourne and Sydney 

flat development in the interwar period>>  

 

 

 

                                                           
66 R Apperly, R Lrving, P Reynolds, <<A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture>>, P211   
67 P Cufflet, << Australia Houses of the Forties & Fifties >>, P14, & R Grow, <<Melbourne Art Deco>> P25 
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Map 9, Plan of Marne Street, 1940 

Ref to D D. Dunbar, <<Australia Flats: a comparison of Melbourne 

and Sydney flat development in the interwar period>>, P207 
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    5.1   “Castle Towers” # 11–21, Arthur William Plaisted, 

        “Castle Towers” finished in 1941. It is the largest mansion in Marne Street, and largest 

blocks of flats erected in Melbourne in that year. Five levers containted forty one units. Since 

the building bone always the icon of Marne Street.68 

        5.1.1    The Architect    

       “Castle Towers” was designed by Arthur William Plaisted (1891 - 1965). Plaisted was 

born in Prahran, his father was a builder and developer. After Plaisted serving articles, he 

initially worked for S.E. Bindley69. Bindley came from England coming to Australia in his 

mid-age with design experience.  In Australia, he was a prolific designer who left many 

works in different styles.70 Work for Bindley was an important experience for young 

Plaisted’s future career life.  Later on, in his work, he showed he is a prolific domestic 

architect. 

          Plaisted early work is in the Bungalow style show in heritage at Union Street, Surry 

Hill. In the 1910s he moved on for the Spanish mission, “Tudor Revival”. He designed a few 

buildings in this style, such as two-story flats in Barkly Street, St Kidal, 1919, and Brighton 

Road, Ripponlea, in 1927. Then he followed the trendiness, in 1939, designing “Acland Hill” 

St Kilda, which is in cream brick, was an early step on the way to Modernism in 

Melbourne.71  

 

 

                                                           
68 D. Dunbar, <<Australia Flats: a comparison of Melbourne and Sydney flat development in the interwar period>>, P206 
69 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P 544 
70 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P 83 
71  Nigel Lewis and Associates, <<City of Malvern Heritage Study>> 1992, P75 

Figure 66, Plaisted Designed 

Guildford Road, Surrey Hills 

Figure 67, Acland Hill 
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       5.1.2    The Building 

     As always Plaisted, the “Castle Tower” is “Art Deco/Tudor 

Morden” style which was the most fashionable architecture style in 

the 1940s, in Melbourne. 

    Art Deco was jolted by 1925 when the exhibition international 

des Arts Deco industry opened spectacularly on the bank of Seine. 

Attracted attention around the world. Art Deco describes the design and stylistic changes in 

all design industries, including modern materials, new technologies. Art Deco Architecture 

celebrated the exciting dynamic aspect of the machine age. The emotions by the use of vivid 

decoration elements served no particular function. Conjunction the simple geometry curves 

and parallel lines.72 

     The Tudor modern is rooted in Tudor Revival but takes off the superfluous decorations 

elements. Outstanding performance of the original materials, Highlighting the building 

elements.73 

    Plaisted proficient combine these two architecture styles to perform in the “Castle 

Tower”. The building originally has a cream brick feature with dark bricks introduced at the 

window and door opening. Top roof garden with the pattern bricks balcony in sawtooth 

layout and the black cased steel filled the low parts. Walk towards the building and you can 

feel the dynasty brick’s power. And the semicircle pointed to the building’s topic: “Castle 

Town”. ‘Ridiculous from an aesthetic viewpoint’ people's criticism.  

74       

                                                           
72 R Grow, <<Melbourne Art Deco>>, p 9, & R Apperly, R Lrving, P Reynolds, <<A Pictorial Guide to Identifying 

Australian Architecture>>, P188    
73 R Apperly, R Lrving, P Reynolds, <<A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture>>, P202   
74 Web: “Story of Melbourne”, “Castle Towers, South Yarra, 1941, Arthur Plaisted (and a Robin Boyd Blot)”, 

https://storeyofmelbourne.org/category/uncategorized/  

Figure 68, “Castle Tower” 

Figure 69, 70, 71, “Castle Town” Brick work Details 

https://storeyofmelbourne.org/category/uncategorized/
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         Not only in the architecture style, but, also, has other design ideas. Leaving special 

considerations for us. 

a) The building was changed to the city building Regulations were altered lowering the 

high limit of buildings in the locality75.  Which caused considerable controversy. 

High-rise gives the building more units. How to make a balance between regulation 

and practice? 

“The building was involved a criticism including that of Robin Boyd in the student 

magazine smudges. But, in later on he had retracted his comments under threat of 

legal action by architect.”76  

 

b) The building is in an angle polygon shape, presenting a massive appearance, giving 

each unit a big window and small balcony which could bring nature lights inside and 

make nice communication for in and out as well. The Surrounding little garden gives 

each living or lounge room a good outlook from the large window.77     

 

 

                                                           
75 <<Castle Towns>>, “Building and Engineering”, 14 July, 1943, P8 
76 D. Dunbar, <<Australia Flats: a comparison of Melbourne and Sydney flat development in the interwar period>>, P206 
77 <<Castle Towns>>, “Building and Engineering”, 14 July, 1943, P8 

Figure 72, Too High? 

Figure 73, 74, “Castle Town” View: Window, Balcony, and small Garden   
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c) Manifold plans to suit different living requirements. Four types of plan have been 

used in the design of this huge block of flats provided one or two bedrooms, small or 

large.78 

 

 

d) Avant-garde supporting facilities are important too. The building is one of the very 

few “elevator flats” built in Melbourne during WW2. Rooftop garden and a proper 

reception, foyer. 79   

 

                                                           
78 As above P9 
79 As Above P9 

Figure 75, 76, Building & Engineering, 1943 

Figure 77, Rooftop Garden;   Figure 78, Corridor  

Figure 79, 80, Foyer   
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         5.2  “Marne Close” (# 12 – 18) 

        The “Marne Close '' located opposite of “Castle Town '' is 

designed in Art Deco style as well. This Research didn’t find who 

the architect is, and any history documentation relates to this 

building. Only knew the Construction Company is General 

Construction Company.80  The information provided here is 

based on my site visit and “Bell Property” web. 

        The building was complex circa 1941. A similar time to “Castle Town”, also has a 

similar style, both of them are Art Deco, both of them as light colour bricks. But, the 

difference is “Marne Close” designed into a “Streamlined Modern”. 

      Streamline Modern is an international style of Art Deco architecture, it is inspired by 

aerodynamic design, emphasizing curving forms. The style was raised in the Great 

Depression time, the architects and designs looked toward function and efficiency. As the 

world was heading into the machine age, this style took on an industrial form that saw 

everything from the transport.81 The style utilized low-cost and readily available materials, 

it’s good for war time therefore very popular in Melbourne, Centralized in South-east 

suburb.82 

       The “Marne close” is designed into a symmetrical pair of two freestanding three 

stories flats, at mirroring layout, joining these two buildings is a bridge at first floor, under 

the bridge is a driveway leading the car into the backyard where is service area. The 

building's only used material is bricks essential to all the “Streamlined Modern” 

architecture elements: the simple extrude brick parallel line, curving balcony.   

                                                           
80 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P10 
81 R Apperly, R Lrving, P Reynolds, <<A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture>>, P184 
82 R Grow, <<Melbourne Art Deco>>, P21 

Figure 81, “Marne Close” 

Figure 82, 83, “Marne Close” Overview 
Figure 84, “Marne Close” Courtyard  
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        The existing pre-much set backed left front land for flats private garden, proved the 

best view for every unit. From the floor plan we can see the flats designed for family life, 

the room and space very well for a family life.   

       

 

5.3     “Yarralumla” # 2–4  

        “Yarralumla” located corner of Marne Street and Toorak Road, opposite of “Maritimo”. 

First published in “The Herald”, 14 Feb, 1940. The building designed by the architectural 

firm - “Scarborough Robertson & Love”, the building’s style is International 

Modern/Functionalist.  

           5.3.1     The Architect Scarborough, Robertson & Love 

        The architect firm is a partnership of three people:  They are John Francis Deighton 

Scarborough (1901 – 73), John Kirkland Roberson (1909 – 80), and Allan Rynhort Love 

(1909 – 84). The figure person is John F D Scaborough.83 

         Scaborough was born in Canterbury, studied in Swinburne and University of 

Melbourne, after finishing his articles and work in architecture for a few years, he went to the 

UK studied in London University and worked for an England architect, then made a working 

trip in American New York. In 1933, he was joined winner with Love and Roberson of 

competition to design a chapel at Scotch College, Hawthorn. The three men subsequently 

                                                           
83 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P 615 & 616 

Figure 84, Courtyard  

Figure 85, 86, “Marne Close” Floor plan  
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formed a successful partnership, providing a range of residential, religions and industry work, 

introducing Morden and revival idioms in this period84.  

        After that, Scaborough opened his own company John F D Scabrough & Associates. In 

the 1950s, the company was a major university library designer and designed libraries for 

many Australia’s universities, Included the University of Melbourne’s Baillieu Library, 

Brownless Medical Library. Scaborough serviced as president of RAIA in 1944.85 

       The partnership of “Scaborough, Roberson & Love” was finished by beginning the WW 

II, but, referent to PROV records, the company’s name is on the drawing of “Yarralum 

la”.86     

 

 

           5.3.2    The Building 

        The “Yarralumla” is designed in the architecture style of 

Functionalist. The style historians of the European brand of modern 

architecture labelled “International styles”, radical, progressive image, 

appealing to modem movement, and attempted to show a brave new 

world of the best possible kind. A mansion in corner-block is the best 

condition to express this style.87  

      In the late 1930s, Melbourne’s most flats were designed in the Art Deco style, but this 

notable project chose a different style to conform to both of the sites and the people's 

emotions in wartime.   

                                                           
84 Philip Goad and Julie Willis, <<the Encyclopaedia of Australia Architecture>>, P 615 
85 K Atkins and B Axtens, << University of Melbourne Baillieu Library - The Architects' Story>>  
86 Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group, <<South Yarra Precinct Ho6 Sub-Precincts Draft Statement>>, P9 
87 R Apperly, R Lrving, P Reynolds, <<A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture>>, P214 

Figure 87, Scotch College John Monash 

Gates & Lodge, 1936 

Figure 88, University of Melbourne 

Bailieu Library 

Figure 89, “Yarralumla” 
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      The building is three stories and has 24 units. Designed as a dark brown in base, dramatic 

contrast facade with cream brick wall Strong horizontal elements and unrelieved walls are the 

exceptions. They have four entrances which are 138, 144 Toorak Road, and 2, 4 Marne 

Street.  Metal framing windows, simple geometry shapes as very commercial buildings look.   

 

          The most interesting design is in the backyard. The design is different. The red brick 

wall and classical look give people a warm feeling. Most ingenuity is the outside staircases, 

the hard timber, the landing performed the element in the stage. Clever planned the garage in 

the back of the yard and made the roof for a service area. Oh, how good an idea for economy 

icily using the land.  

 

        

           Reference to this building’s builder: “the General Construction Co” published article 

in “The Herald Feb 14, 1940”, the interior and flats public space all designed in modern and 

described at below:   

Figure 90, 91, “Yarraluma” Architecture Details  

Figure 92, 93, “Yarraluma” Service area   

Figure 94, 95, 96, “Yarraluma” Balcony & Staircase   
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     “The building provides a wide range of accommodation, flats, varying in size from units 

of three bedrooms, lounge, dining room, bath and kitchen to "business couples' " flats 

comprising lounge, one bedroom, kitchen and bath.  Planning has enabled each V flat to 

Include a roomy sun balcony having sliding glass windows, and for other rooms use has been 

made of large steel landscape windows, each fitted with blinds and fitments for curtains.”88  

  

 

VI    Modernism in Marne Street –Post war time 

        WWII finished by 1945. But the war has damaged the 

economy. When the war is over Australia continued restriction 

and shortage of materials until the conditional relaxed and the 

economy gathered momentum a new era of prosperity began. 

During the war, Australia learned how important it was to build 

up our defence89. For this strategy, we increased immigration 

welcome people from all over Europe and made the population 

suddenly increase. Meanwhile, we need thousands of houses to live in.  

        The government encourages the development of thriftier housing, and no luxury, and 

much economic use of land.90 Maybe, for this reason, Marne Street’s “Mayfair” was 

demolished, and in the same property erected two flats buildings; they are # 47-49, the “Park 

View”, and # 51-53 they both designed in “Post-war International” style. The street has 

another two post-war buildings which are on the street’s east side. They are # 32–34, the 

“Manot”, and # 36-38. 

                                                           
88 << Sun Lighting Featured In South Yarra Flats>>, The Herald, 14 Feb 1940  Page 20 
89 <<Post-war immigration drive>>, National Museum Australia, https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-

moments/resources/postwar-immigration-drive  
90 C. Townsend, Lecture <<Public – Private partnership and medium density house in North Melbourne>>, the University of 

Melbourne   

Figure 97, Sale Post, 1940 Figure 98, Closed Balcony 

Figure 99, Hello, Australia 

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/postwar-immigration-drive
https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/postwar-immigration-drive
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       This research didn't find any information for those buildings. But, by the site visit, we 

can see the # 36-38 is outstanding of the four of them.  

        The post-war international is typical international style, and the background was a new 

beginning after the end of WWII. Enthusiastically embraced by large corporations including 

burgeoning multinationals. Australia’s best-known practitioner in this style is Harry Seidder 

and in Melbourne is Robin Boyd. The style’s most common character is in a simple rectangle 

geometry shape, selective expression of the structure system, and a barrier between exterior 

and interior. The materials in use: for Melbourne’s mansions often are bricks, Robin Boyd 

Said: that is Melbourne Modern.91  

        The building of # 36-38 Marne Street, typically expressed this style. The building is 

three-story flats, press cream face bricks, sitting on a long narrow property. Outside staircase 

leading you to a corridor balcony, joined ins and outs. Seems to be the ground floor’s entry is 

self-governed, letting the designer make a façade face to the street. The façade is the most 

interesting part of this building. Limited setbacks made a small front yard give the street a 

pretty look. The designer used multiple materials and architectural designs to draw people’s 

eyes, such as black mosaic tiled columns, stone walls, and pattern brickworks.   

 

  

                                                           
91 R Apperly, R Lrving, P Reynolds, <<A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture>>, P214 

Figure 100, Front Foyer 

Gate 

Figure 101, Corridor 

Balcony  

Figure 102, 103, Architecture Elements 
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        In the post-war time, domestic design has changed as the kitchen-dining room, family 

room become a unified space, and Kitchen becomes a sort of entry for the house. After the 

war, in most Australian family’s lives, the husband went to work and the wife stayed home. 

And a kitchen-dining’s open place helped to joined all family members together, in the 

evening time and raised a family community. Look at this building’s floor plan which 

demonstrated this change92.        

 

 

                                                           
92 Phillip Goad, <<Homes built for Post-war living>>, https://cv.vic.gov.au/stories/built-environment/what-house-is-

that/phillip-goad-homes-built-for-post-war-living/  

Figure 104, Floor Plan 11/36 

Marne Street 

Figure 105, # 36-38, Marne Street Living 

room  

Figure 106, # 36-38 Marne Street, Kitchen   

https://cv.vic.gov.au/stories/built-environment/what-house-is-that/phillip-goad-homes-built-for-post-war-living/
https://cv.vic.gov.au/stories/built-environment/what-house-is-that/phillip-goad-homes-built-for-post-war-living/
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VII. Marne Street  Significants 

        Mare Street’s development slowed dramatically, after mid-1960s. One reason was that 

the street’s land plots were now fully occupied, another was Australia’s welcoming of the 

automobile era. When cars become a normal part of people’s lives, they reinforced the 

Australian dream of a “House and Garden” as the preferred living style for people to chase. A 

dream which continues even today. 

       At the same time, Marne Street still retains high heritage value in terms of Melbourne’s 

social and architecture history. Studying those histories could help us to consider the question 

of “how can we design for our life?” 

7.1    Life in Flats 

       Start begins, in the 1910s, living in flats has two aspects for against.  The advantages and 

disadvantage. Reading some of article from interwar time magazines we can found the 

contradiction for living in flats, always had been criticised.  

        The advantage has always been raised in two points one is saved money, the other is to 

enjoy the modern design for modern life93. Interwar period’s trait is electric and gas 

becoming popular in people’s domestic life, and the flats attract the attention of the kitchen 

and bathroom accompanied by fitted-in furniture. Today we feel per-usual’s kitchen design, 

but in that time the called it “kitchen Revolution”. Photos at below from State library 

collections, show us Marne Street is signification for those times’ kitchen design and show 

us, the people’s everyday life in flats.     

        

                                                           
93 <<Flats and Flat Life>>, “Real Property Annual”, 1913  

Figure 107, 108, # 44, Marne Street Kitchen overview 
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            But, on the other hand, unsatisfactory living in flats is always criticized. And the 

criticisms could be summarized on two grounds: One is lacking privacy, the other is 

unsuitable for children. Those two points both base on the flats' proven life styles. From 

Marne Street’s flats, we can find:  because people have to share the public service area, for a 

community you have to sacrifice some of your habits, tolerate others, and sometimes that is 

miserable.94 Also, personality clashes could be more intensified? but living in flats, a limited 

space, you can’t walk away. 

7.2     Multi – angle in Affordable  

         What is an affordable house? When this topic is discussed today, one always thinks 

about low income residents and how to build a house cheaply. But, the whole industry forget 

that term “affordable house” does not mean only housing for low income people, but also, the 

term should be applicable to all society and it can be differentiated for different range of 

income capability. 

         Marne Street’s development explain this opinion very well. Melbourne’s flats 

development was started largely by increasing middle class, affluence and mobility during 

the interwar period. For example, in 1912, Robert Haddon designed Alexandra Mansion in 

Aikman Street, South Melbourne, and it was built expressly for middle class tenants. But, 

Marne Street was developed with luxury flats aimed for someone unable to keep savants, 

unable to keep running a big house after the Great War. In some sense then, these flats were 

aimed at an upper-class clientele.  

         Marne Street’s boom time was in 1930s, with flat life popular in Melbourne, benefiting 

from excellent urban condition and natural environments, Marne Street prices reached the top 

of Melbourne’s suburbans which is 42 Pound 10 Selling per Foot, and in the same time St 

Kilda, Toorak’s land price only 25 Pound per foot. Given this situation, the developers’ 

strategies were to using the best architect, best materials, and employ quality construction to 

attract their customers.   

         The advantages for life in flats is money save, the articles << Flats and their 

Inhabitants>>, which published in <<Real Property Annual>>, 1917 was details those saving: 

from moving into a house in those time, to fill in two or three bedrooms cost $470 pound, but 

moving in a fashionable flat, with built-in furniture only cost $218 pound. Then, the weekly 

                                                           
94 T Sawyer, <<Residential Flats in Melbourne – The Development of a building type to 1950 >>, P12 
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living cost in flats is 30 to 35 to 40 shilling, and the minim wage in that time is 53 shilling per 

week95. Perhaps, they can’t afford to live in a villa, but, they can afford to live in luxury flats.  

         In Housing’s development, the most cost is land. To reduce the cost’s the best idea is 

lift the density. But, not too high density. Those clever developers, planned to build flats in 

this high land price street, which made a good balance from density and develop cost.     

7.3 Architecture Significants 

           Marne Street was subdivisional in two stages 1918 and 1928, then from 1928 

developed to 1940, then some redevelopment done in the mid-1960s. With the high land 

price, The Street’s aim is to attract the upper –class house owner or apartment occupiers. For 

those strategies, in the nearly 40 years the street gathered top architects, designed 

contemporary fashionable large numbers of luxury flats which is rare for Melbourne, for a 

single street. And the special architecture presented in multi-aspects.        

      7.3.1     Special design by Architect’s Character 

       In the interwar time, the architecture in Australia was presented in diverse styles, lots of 

architects kept their own taste concentrated in one style and became specialized. These 

Melbourne’s well known architects rarely gathered their designs in one street. However, it 

does accrue in Marne Street. 

       Walk along Marne Street, from Domain Road towards Toorak Road, at corner is “Garden 

Court'', the oldest flats in Marne Street, designed by Joseph Plotted, his full brick work in 

“Art and Craft” made him become “an architect ahead of his time”, his work not often see in 

domestic construction, but, he contribution to Marne street by his design features – a full 

brick work flats with simple patens. There is the opposite, it is “Moone Abby” designed by 

Robert Hamilton, Robert is specialty in Old English Rival, and he worked in this style for his 

whole career. And his friend - president of the T-Square club - Marcus Martin, wasn’t absent 

too, his low-key taste, show off a simple beauty, he designed # 3 – 5, is a “virginal girl” for 

Marne Street. 

       Of course, we should have Edward Fielder Billson, he is a figure in Melbourne’s 

modernist “de Stiji” style, but in here, he designed “Maritimo” and “Montalto” in totally 

different styles. Very interesting “Maritimo”, Billson designed the building in elegant 

                                                           
95 Web: “ Australia Fair work Commission”, https://www.fwc.gov.au/waltzing-matilda-and-the-sunshine-harvester-

factory/historical-material/the-australian-minimum-wage  

https://www.fwc.gov.au/waltzing-matilda-and-the-sunshine-harvester-factory/historical-material/the-australian-minimum-wage
https://www.fwc.gov.au/waltzing-matilda-and-the-sunshine-harvester-factory/historical-material/the-australian-minimum-wage
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“Mediterranean Revival”, it is represents the influence received while working for Walter 

Burley Griffin. A few year after, his addition part of the building is modernist. And the 

“Montalto”’s brick patent work is picturesque for Marne Street. 

       Arthur William Plaisted has different character to the other architects, he has a Multi – 

taste in architecture, and the character made him a pioneer mind to catch modern tends, he 

designed “Castle Towers”, always is Marne street’s icon building, the building became 

famous for the architectural debate of the time involving a 22 year old Robin Boyd. Opposite 

is “Marne Close” which is a symmetrical pair of three story Art Deco flats with century 

driveway, research didn’t find who is the architect, but the beautiful form, cream bricks 

accompanied the pair to “Castle Towers”. 

        There is the “Yarralumla”, the modern style provides a dramatic contrast with the 

Revival styles of Marne Street. With strong horizontal elements and unrelieved walls are the 

exceptions. Designed by 'Scarborough Roberson and Love”', they undertook outstanding 

work at Scotch College in the 1930s.   

       There are another four flats built in post-war times, with this research, by lockdown time, 

we didn’t find the architect information, but, by the site's visit, we still believe the designed 

building signifies post-war flats style, which contributes to Marne Street as a special flats 

Street.   

          7.3.2   Garden Architecture   

          “Garden architecture” is Marcus Martin's raised opinion for residential architecture, 

together with Robert Hamilton’s “Maximum Setback” are two important key ideas in 

interwar Melbourne architecture, and influenced Marne Street’s flats design. 

         In Marne Street, most of the flats have setback and low-fence, with special designed 

articulated frontage and garden, give the signification building a tree dimensional nature 

view, and provide a richly textured presentation to the street. They are part of the heritages. 

        Walk along to see “Moone Abby” has a maximum setback in Marne Street, which 

appeared in Hamilton’s design thought, the centre front garden with surrounded driver-way 

then through to a backyard, which give you the full feeling of the “Tutor Style”. “Montalto” 

gives you a delighted feeling for a picture setting in old trees, the trees are part of the 

building. Even the “Castle Towers” was been augmented for the building height and doesn’t 
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have a setback, but there are small garden filling the saw-cut layout building, still very 

interesting. 

       End Wailing is a figure in landscape horticulture designer, in interwar period, she 

designed backyard garden for “Oakhurst” is customized linked two flats at a narrow block. 

Even we can’t see at front of street, but, still important for the heritage view.             

           

7.3.3    Designed for Melbourne 

         Design for Australia local is a theory, proposed in Federation times. Coming to 

interwar, the theory was popular in the architectural design field, especially after Australia’s 

industry growth, providing more materials choices for architectural practices.  The theory 

could be expression in two aspects: considering local climate and using local materials. In 

these cases, Marne Street is of signification, and the sites could see at: 

a)     Design to match Melbourne’s climate: Melbourne is beside Port Phillip, the climate can 

set up a “bay effect”, which is often warmer, particularly in spring and autumn, relatively 

narrow streams of heavy showers can be often. Hot in summer and cold in winter. The needs 

for sustainability design is pitch roof and brick walls. 

Right: Figure 109, # 28 -30, 

“Balmoral” 

Top: Figure 110, # 50 – 56, 

“Moone Abby” 

Bottom: Figure 111, # 31-33, 

“Montalto” 
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        Marne Street’s flats articulated significantly how the Interwar architects use simple 

fenestration, hipped or gabled roof, to provide design methods for the Melbourne’s weather. 

Whether as opening in masonry, big window, but no undivided large glass. Brick path made 

clean accesses from street to the flats.     

 

b)     Using local materials. Melbourne was an industry city, and largest brick producing city 

in Australia. In architectural history: “the Melbourne modern is brick modern”96 Marne Street 

demonstrated this history conclusion. There are flats all are brick works, most of them are 

face brick work. Wrought iron balusters, and local timber for flats’ structures and open 

framings. Significantly these are the materials been used in Interwar period. 

                                                           
96 Phillip Goad, the University of Melbourne Lecture, “Australia Architecture”, <<Australia Modern>>  

Right top: Figure 112, # 6 

Marne Street 

Left Top: Figure 113, # 35-37, 

“MandeVille” 

Right Bottom: Figure 114, #50-

56, “Moone Abby” 

Left Bottom: Figure 115, # 27 

& # 31-33 

 

Top: Figure 116, 117, 118, 

Wrought Iron In used 

Bottom: Figure 119, 120: 

Timber window framing 
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VIII. Conclusions 

        When I first looked at Marne Street I was prepared to find “Mayfair”. In the “Mel-way”, 

Marne Street is a short street, I am confident I can easily find the building because that is a 

flat – should be a mansion surrounded by houses. But, when I arrived at Marne Street, I was 

surprised there are all flats. 

        When I started this research, I wanted to write a biography - a street biography. But, in 

the final, I wrote a saga, a street’s saga. In the saga, it is full of distinguished architects, 

beautiful architecture. Even the saga couldn’t completed in these lockdown conditions. 

Through the research, I feel the street’s long lengthy, a history's length. 

      I am interested in “Melbourne Flats”, because I am interested in affordable houses. But, 

from the research I found Marne Street was the most expensive land sale for Melbourne’s 

suburbans, in the 1930s. Made me re-think about “affordable”. 

        Possibly, this Marne Street story, it is not only for a rare luxury flats street in 

Melbourne, not only for the magnificent architectural buildings. Not only for a street under 

“H06 heritage overlay”97. Besides those, we should have some deeper considerations: How 

can we make a balance between land use and density? What is the real economic meaning? 

What could our architectural design give to our people, our city?  

       I believe: between the land and density, economic and luxuries, building and nature, 

private and public, Marne Street raised the highest point for us and that is the highest value 

for a heritage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
97 L, Chen, <<South Yarra Precinct HO6>>, 2015 
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Select Project List 

 

1919, “Mayfair” demolished. Architect: Edwin J, Ruck 

1919, “Garden Court”, # 61-67, Architect: Joseph Plottel, 

1930, “Maritimo”, # 1, Architect: Edward F, Billson 

1933, “Montalto”, # 33, Architect: Edward F. Billson 

1933 “Moone Abby”, # 50 – 56, Architect: Robert Hamilton 

1929 “Wyalla”, # 3 – 5, Architect: Marcus Martin 

1941 “Castle Towers” #11 – 21, Architect: Arthur Plaisted 

1939 “Marne Close” # 12 – 18, Architect: Unknown, Builder: General Construction Company 

1940 “Yarralumla”, # 2 – 4, Architect: “Scarborough Robertson & Love”   

Middle 1960s # 36 – 38, Architect: Unknown. 
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Appendix I Marne Street Flats List 

 

Street No & 

Flats Name 

Built Year Original Owner  Architect & Builder Architecture Style Flats Over-view 

1  

 

“Maritimo” 

1930 E. J. Kebby A:  Edward Fielder 

Billson 

Interwar Spanish 

Mission 

(Mediterranean 

Revival) 

 

 

3 - 5 

 

“Wyalla” 

1929 Mrs B.A. 

Benjamin 

A: “W & R Butler & 

Martin, Architects” 

(Marcus Martin) 

   

 

Interwar Georgian 

Revival 

 

7 - 9  

 

“Oakhurst” 

1934 Mrs Scott 

Williams  

Landscape designer:, 

Edna Walling 

 

A:  Scott-Williams and 

Cockrell 

 

B: Mr H. J. Owen 

Interwar Georgian 

Revival 

 

11 – 21 

 

“Castle 

Towers” 

 

1941 - 42  A: Arthur Plaisted 

 

 

Art Deco/Tudor 

Modern 

 

23 Late-1930   Post Modern/Neo 

Georgian 

 

27 

 

“Two 

Birches” 

Mid-1930   Interwar Old English 

 

31 - 33 

 

“Montalto”  

1933  A:  Edward Fielder 

Billson 

Interwar Art 

Deco/Modern 

 

35 -37 

 

“MandeVille” 

 

 

1932  A:  Gordon J & Bruce 

Sutherland 

Interwar 

Mediterranean 

Revival 

 

39 - 45      
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47 - 49 

 

“Parkview” 

Mid-1960   Post-war 

International 

 

51 - 53 Mid-1960   Post-war 

International 

 

55 - 59 late 1930   Interwar Old 

English/Moderne 

 

61 – 67 

 

“Garden 

Court” 

1918 Edward de Beer A: Plottel, Joseph  

 

 

Arts and Crafts 

 

 

 

Marne Street, South Yarra, Flats List_2 

Street No & 

Flats Name 

Built Year Original Owner  Architect& Builder Architecture Style Flats Over-view 

2 – 4 

 

“Yarralumla” 

1939  A: “Scarborough 

Robertson & Love”   

 

B: General Construction 

Company 

International 

Modern/Functionalist 

 

 

6 early 1920 Frank Stapley  Federation Art and 

Crafts/Mediterranean 

Revival 

 

8 - 10 Unknown  A: Andrew Mortimer 

McMillan 

Hybrid Interwar: 

Georgian Revival / 

Interwar Functionalist 

 

12 – 18 

 

“Marne 

Close” 

1939  A: 

 

B: General Construction 

Company 

Streamlined Modern / 

Art Deco 

 

20 – 22 

 

“Cromer” 

mid-1930   Mediterranean 

Revival 
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24 - 26 Mid-1930   Mediterranean  

Revival/Contemporary 

Modern (refurbished 

c1990s) 

 

 

28 – 30 

 

“Balmoral” 

late 1930   Old English/Tudor 

Revival 

 

32 – 34 

 

“Manot” 

late 1950   Neo- Georgian 

 

36 - 38 late 

1950s/1960s 

  Post-war International 

Modern 

 

40 – 42 

 

“Marne 

Court” 

1930  A:  Gordon J. 

Sutherland 

 

 

Interwar 

Mediterranean 

Revival 

 

44 – 48 

 

“Chouilly” 

   Neo Georgian 

 

50 – 56 

 

“Moore 

Abbey” 

1933  A:  Robert Hamilton 

 

 

Old English/Tudor 

Revival 

 

58 – 62 

 

“Arlington” 

late 1930s   Interwar Georgian 

Revival 

 

64 Late 

1980s/1990s 

  Post Modern 

 

 

 A – Architect;  

 B - Builder 
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Appendix II  

Marne Street Scrapbook  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Argus, Thursday 8 March 1928, page 15 Argus, Friday 10 Feb 1928, page 15 
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. 

The Herald, Wed 12 Feb 1930, Page 13  

 Marne Court: Flats at South Yarra 

 

The Herald, Wed 21 May 1930, Page 13  

Balconies a Feature of New Block of Flats 

The Argus Sat 27 Jan 1934, Page 16  

 New Flats 
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Argus Thursday 16 

November 1933, page 

12 
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The Argus Thu 26 Apr 1934, Page 13  

 STAGGERED STAIRCASES 

The Argus Thu 24 May 1934, Page 13 

HIGHER STANDARD ATTAINED. 
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The Herald Wed 22 Nov 1933, 

Page 20  

Pair of Flats On Narrow Site in 

South Yarra 

 

Top: The Argus,   Fri 31 Jul 

1936, Page 12 
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The Herald Wed 14 Feb 1940, Page 20  

 Sun Lighting Featured In South Yarra Flats 

Right: The Argus, Fri 15 Jun 1934, 

Page 6 
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Appendix III  Archives for Further Research 

 

Public Record Office Victoria  

 14206/1 

Marne St, South Yarra 

Part of record series: Building Application Plans (11200) 

Most recent creating agency: Melbourne (Town 1842-1847; City 1847-ct) 

Record:    VPRS 11200/P0010/815, 14206, South Yarra, 1933 to 1933 

 14206/2 

Marne St, South Yarra 

Part of record series: Building Application Plans (11200) 

Most recent creating agency: Melbourne (Town 1842-1847; City 1847-ct) 

Record:   VPRS 11200/P0010/816, 14206, South Yarra, 1933 to 1933 

 14206/3 

Marne St, South Yarra 

Part of record series: Building Application Plans (11200) 

Most recent creating agency: Melbourne (Town 1842-1847; City 1847-ct) 

Record:   VPRS 11200/P0010/817, 14206, South Yarra, 1933 to 1933 

 14206/4 

Marne St, South Yarra 

Part of record series: Building Application Plans (11200) 

Most recent creating agency: Melbourne (Town 1842-1847; City 1847-ct) 

Record: VPRS 11200/P0010/818, 14206, South Yarra, 1933 to 1933 

 14206/5 

Marne St, South Yarra 

Part of record series: Building Application Plans (11200) 

Most recent creating agency: Melbourne (Town 1842-1847; City 1847-ct) 

Record:  VPRS 11200/P0010/819, 14206, South Yarra, 1933 to 1933 
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 Flats: Melbourne, Carlton, East Melbourne & South Yarra, Melbourne ; Central Urban Division 

Part of record series: Valuation Registers (8040) 

Most recent creating agency: Office of the Valuer-General 

Record:   VPRS 8040/P0001, Flats: Melbourne, Carlton, East Melbourne & South Yarra 

 

The University of Melbourne Archive Collections, Miles Lewis Collections Box   

 Unit box: 2014.0152. Unit 26, Item #: 2014.0152.00450, Joseph Plottel 

 Unit box: 2014.0152. Unit 38, Item #: 2014.0152.00000. 0038, Location and Building files: (current municipality: 

South Yarra) 

 Unit box: 2014.0152. Unit 41, Item #: 2014.0152.00000. 0041, Location and Building files: (current municipality: 

South Yarra) 

 Other Unit Box: # 78, 79, 82, 83, 84, 85, 

 

La Trobe University Archive Collections 

 Joseph Plottel  “Garden Court” South Yarra, Project Drawings  
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